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ABSTRACT

A mobile-assisted handoff technique for a cellular mobile
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MOBILE-ASSISTED HANDOFF TECHNIQUE

There are a number of disadvantages with the technique
just described. Firstly, even the limited use of digital locate
receivers to measure mobiles places a signi?cant monitoring
demand on the base stations and the supporting signalling
network. Secondly, if locate receivers are unavailable. or if
it is decided not to use them. then mobile signal measure

This invention relates to handoff techniques for use in a

mobile cellular communications system and in particular to
a mobile-assisted handoff technique for such a system.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

ments of adjacent control channels are used. These mea
surements do not account for a number of important issues,

Amobile unit roaming through a cellular communications
system experiences a varying quality of communications as

particularly the di?erences between control and voice chan

alternative base station that can better serve the mobile. can

Accordingly. there is a need to reduce the amount of
monitoring that a network must carry out at hando? and a

it moves nearer or further away from a serving base station. 10 nel powers and the power that a base station is delivering at
the moment that a measurement is made.
The process of ‘hando?’ . where a mobile is handed off to an '

be divided into three stages: ‘trigger’. where it is decided
that the quality of communications has changed enough to
consider handoff; ‘selection’. where measurements of alter
native base stations are made; and ‘decision’ where a deci
sion is made to handoff a mobile from the presently serving
base station to the best available alternative base station.
In early cellular systems. all stages of hando?’ were

need to make mobile measurements a more reliable basis on
15 which to handoff a mobile.

There is a further problem in conventional mobile
assisted handoff systems that both the base station and the

mobile may initiate the ‘trigger’ stage. The base station takes
its own measurements of call quality and triggers hando?‘s

performed by base stations of the system. In particular.
serving and possible alternative base stations measured the
quality of communications with a mobile. This clearly

in response to those measurements. In such circumstances,
a hando?" triggered by a base station on cellAmay determine
that cell B is the best for the mobile, while a handoff triggerd
by a mobile in cell B may determine that cell A is the best.
This can lead to a ‘ping-pong’ eifect between the mobile and

places a burden on the network. a burden which increases as

the number of mobiles that must be monitored increases.

The progression to digital time-division multiple access
(TDMA) cellular systems has further increased the moni
toring burden of the network. With an analogue cellular

base station This unnecessarily increases the processing
burden on the system and degrades the overall call quality.
It is an object of the present invention to provide an
improved hando? technique that reduces or overcomes these
drawbacks.
It is a further object of the invention to provide an

system such as AMPS a base station must tune to the

frequency that the mobile is transmitting on and make a
measurement of communications quality-—typically

received signal strength (RSS). With a digital system such as
TDMA the base station must similarly tune to the frequency
that the mobile is transmitting on. but additionally must ?nd,
and achieve synchronisation with. the particular time-slot
that the mobile is using. and then make a measurement of the

improved mobile cellular communications system.
35

According to the present invention there is provided a

communications quality typically RSS or Bit Error Rate

method of estimating handoff of a mobile in a mobile

(BER).

cellular communications system. the system comprising a
mobile communicating with a serving base station. there

Mobile-assisted handoff techniques reduce the amount of

monitoring network that the network must perform by using

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

40

also being a plurality of adjacent base stations transmitting

measurements made by the mobile to assess potential alter
signals. wherein the method comprises the steps of:
native base stations.
measuring by the mobile signals received from the adja
According to one conventional mobile-assisted handoff
cent base stations to give mobile signal measurements;
technique. when a mobile begins communication with a base
reporting the mobile signal measurements to the serving
station on a TDMA voice channel the mobile is directed to 45

base station;
adjusting the reported mobile signal measurements to
predict measurements that the adjacent base stations
would make of signals received from the mobile, to

begin signal strength measurements of the current forward
voice channel as well as the control channels of surrounding
cells. The mobile averages a number of the most recent
measurements and reports this average RSSI measurement

give predicted signal measurements and.

to the serving base station every second. When the averaged
RSSI of the forward voice channel drops below a certain
threshold and the mobile reports that at least one of the
control channels of an adjacent cell is at an acceptable RSSI.
a hando?‘ trigger is generated. A target cell is considered

from the best candidates reported by the mobile. Each of the

comparing the predicted signal measurements so as to
select a preferred adjacent base station for a possible
hando?“.
55

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

best candidate cells are then requested to make a measure

ment of communications quality from the mobile using their
locate receiver. The base station otfering the best measure
ment that also has an available voice channel is selected. and
a handolf attempt is made to that base station. This offers the
advantage that only a small set of base stations. those

identi?ed by the mobile as o?ering the best signal. need
measure the mobile.
However. if any of the candidate base stations or the

serving base station does not have a locate receiver then the 65
raw signal strength measurements made by the mobile are
used directly to determine the target cell for handoff.

The invention will be further described with reference to

the accompanying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 shows, in schematic form. the concept of mobile
assisted hand-off in a cellular mobile communications sys

tem in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a table showing the relationship between a
mobile’s power class and the maximum mobile power level
it can achieve; and.
FIG. 3 is a table illustrating the calaculation of one of the
variables used in the invention.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

sector. Clearly. a mobile taking a measurement of just the
omni-directional control channel will not be properly as sess
ing a potentially valid sector to hand-off to.

With reference to FIG. 1, there is shown a mobile 1
receiving signals on a forward voice channel (VCH) from a
serving base station BS1. Mobile 1 also receives signals on

The ?nal factor. talk-in/talk-out. arises from the imbal
ance between the level of a mobile as received by a base

station (talk-in) and the level of a base station as received by

the control channels (CCH) 3,4 of adjacent base stations
BS2. BS3 in neighbouring cells. Two adjacent base stations

a mobile (talk-out)which normally results from differences
in ERP. receive path gain between the base station and the
mobile. the lack of diversity on the mobile. and other factors.

are shown as an example although there would usually be
more. The mobile measures the quality of communications
10
One preferred method of adjusting the mobile reported
on the forward voice channel and the quality of the control
RSSI measurements to predict target cell receive levels is as
channels of the adjacent base stations. In a TDMA system
follows [note that calculations as sume proper conversions to
the mobile may monitor adjacent base stations by tuning to
common measures of power such as dBm (for absolute
their channels during time-slots when it is not required to

measurements) or dB (for relative measurements)]:

transmit or receive with the serving base station. A number
of measurements are averaged to compensate for any irregu

(i) Convert a mobile reported RSSI of a target cell’s control
channel to predict a mobile reported RSSI of a voice

lar ?uctuations caused for example by fading or momentary

channel;

obstruction of the mobile. The mobile transmits these aver

aged measurements 2 to the serving base station BS1. So far

Predicted mobile RX of VCH=Mobile reported RSSI of CCH+

this is the same as in a conventional mobile-assisted handoff

(VCHERP—CCI-[ERP)

method.
While the invention is described with reference to control

(ii) Predict the raw level of the mobile as received by the
target cell on a voice channel by compensating for the

channels. these may also be beacon channels. i.e. channels
that are continuously transmitting solely to allow mobiles to

talk-in/talk-out diiference;

make such measurements.
25
In accordance with one embodiment of the invention. the

base station monitors the quality of the mobile to base
station (uplink) path and initiates a hand-off trigger when the

(iii) Adjust the predicted level of the mobile as received by
the target cell on a voice channel by compensating for the

quality has changed enough to warrant it.
At the base station the signal quality measurements of
adjacent base stations’ control channels 3.4 made by the

Predicted raw BS RX of VCH=Predicted mobile RX of VCH+
VCHTITO

30

maximum power level that the mobile can operate at:
Adjusted predicted BS=Predicted raw BS RX of VCH

mobile are used to predict the level that an adjacent cell
would receive from a mobile if it were on a voice channel
RX of VCH-(PLDIFF*4)
on that cell. In etfect. this predicts the level that a cell would
receive if it were equipped with a locate receiver and made 35 where:
a measurement of the mobile’s voice channel. and is equiva

lent to measurements of signals 5.6 in FIG. 1. Signal quality
may conveniently be measured in terms of received signal
strength. so that mobiles report a Received Signal Strength
Indication (RSSI) which is typically expressed in dB or

VCl-lIERP = the effective radiated power of the voice channel

of the target cell (in dBm)
CCHERP = the effective radiated power of the control

40

dBm. common units which allow calculation and compari
son.

In converting the raw RSSI measurements of the mobile
to predict the level that a target base station’s voice channel
would report as the mobile’ s RSS1. a number of factors must 45
be considered. These include:

channel of the target cell (in dBm)
VCHTITO : the difference in dB between the VCH talk-in
and talk-out levels for a Class 1 mobile
(talk-in - talk-out)
PLDIFF = the ditference between the mobile’s maximum

power level (MMP) and the maximum power
level allowed in the target cell (VMAX), when
the mobile is unable to reach VMAX.
= the maximum of [O or (MMP - VMAX)]

(a) power from base station into the downlink

(b) downlink gain factors
(c) tower heights

a mobile may not be able to achieve the maximum power

(d) the di?erence of voice and control channel effective

allowed in the target cell. Consequently. the predicted signal

radiated powers (ERP)
(e) the ditference between the voice channel talk-in and

strength for the target cell must be reduced by the amount

The purpose of step (iii) is to compensate for the fact that

that the mobile falls below this maximum allowed power.
talk-out levels
This will be better understood after a brief explanation of
Items. (a). (b). (c) and (d) all affect the total Effective 55 mobile power levels.
Radiated Power (ERP) of the base station as seen by the
Mobiles vary in the maximum RF power level that they
mobile.
can achieve; for example a hand-held mobile cannot achieve
While the mobile measures the strength of an adjacent
as high a RF power output as a vehicle-based unit. Mobiles
base station’s control channel. it is the strength of a voice
have a power class rating which de?nes their maximum RF
channel that is important since this is the main channel that 60 power output, such ratings ranging from 1 (for the most
a mobile will use when it is handed off. The difference in the
powerful) to 4 (for the least powerful). The power class
ERP of the voice and control channels must therefore be
rating of a mobile can be equated to a Maximum Mobile
considered. a factor which may vary from base station to
Power (MMP) that the mobile can achieve. The power level
base station. One particular case where the voice/control
of a digital mobile can range from 0 to 10. but its maximum
channel ERPs will vary considerably is where the cell is 65 power output (MMP) ranges only from 0 to 2 as de?ned in
sectored. such that the base station has one omni-directional
FIG. 2. A change of one step in the MMP produces a 4 dB
control channel and one directional voice channel per cell
change in the mobile’s RSSI.
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2. A method of estimating handoff as claimed in claim 1

Now. if the maximum power level allowed in a cell is less
than the maximum power that a mobile can achieve (i.e. the
value of VMAX is greater than MMP). then the mobile will

wherein the step of measuring by the mobile signals
received from the adjacent base stations comprises measur
ing control channels received from the adjacent base sta
tions.
3. A method of estimating handoff as claimed in claim 2

be prevented from reaching its maximum power. and is often
done to reduce interference in high density RF environ
ments. Conversely, if the maximum power allowed in a cell
is greater than the mobile’s maximum power (i.e. the value

wherein the step of adjusting the reported mobile signal

of VMAX is less than MMP) then the mobile will not be able
to achieve the maximum power level allowed in the cell.
This is the situation that must be accounted for here since the
parameters used in this method assume a class 1 mobile (i.e.

measurements includes a step of converting the reported
mobile signal measurements of control channels received
from the adjacent base stations to predict signal measure
ments of voice channels received from the adjacent base

the most powerful mobile) operating at the maximum power
allowed in the cell (VMAX). The calculation of the adjusted
measurement level multiplies the difference between

stations.

4. A method of estimating handoff as claimed in claim 3
wherein the step of converting the measurements of control
channels received from the adjacent base stations to predict
signal measurements of voice channels includes adding a
factor to compensate for the di?erence in the elfective
radiated power (ERP) of the voice and control channels.
5. A method of estimating handoff as claimed in claim 3

VMAX and MMP by 4 to convert to G3.

FIG. 3 illustrates the calculation of the adjustment
PLDIFF for a range of values of VMAX and MMP. Put

simply. the adjustment value PDIFF is the value (MMP
VMAX) or zero. which ever is the greater.

Each set of parameters used above will dilfer for each
base station. In order to adjust the measurements received
from the mobile. a table of values corresponding to the
adjustment parameters needs to be maintained. A table may
be conveniently held at a base station, such that each base
station holds a table of parameters corresponding to each of
the neighbouring cells that a mobile might report measure
ments on. In the ?gure BS1 needs parameters for base
stations BS2. BS3. Alternatively a central table may be
maintained and accessed when parameters are needed. For
the algorithm described above. the parameters needed are
VCHERP. CCHERP. VCHTITO and VMAX.
In deciding which cell to hand off the mobile to. a
complete set of adjusted mobile measurements may be used.
with the mobile being handed-off to the best alternative base

20

for the talk-in/talk-out di?erence of a signal between the

mobile and adjacent base stations.
6. A method of estimating handoif as claimed in claim 5
25

7. A method of performing handoff of a mobile in a mobile
30

measurements to predict signal measurements that the

adjacent base stations would make of signals received
from the mobile to give a set of predicted signal
45

ensure that further predicted measurements are accurate.

measuring by the mobile signals received from the adja
cent base stations to give mobile signal measurements;
reporting the mobile signal measurements to the serving
base station;
adjusting at least some of the reported mobile signal
measurements to predict measurements that the adja
cent base stations would make of signals received from

cellular communications system. the system comprising a
mobile communicating with a serving base station. there

also being a plurality of adjacent base stations transmitting
signals. wherein the method comprises the steps of:
monitoring by the serving base station quality of com
munication with the mobile;
measuring by the mobile signals received from the adja
cent base stations to give mobile signal measurements;
reporting the mobile signal measurements to the serving
base station;
adjusting at least some of the reported mobile signal

actual measurements and parameters can be adjusted to

cellular communications system. the system comprising a
mobile communicating with a serving base station. there
also being a plurality of adjacent base stations transmitting
signals. wherein the method comprises the steps of:

measurements further includes a step of compensating for

the adjacent base stations.

of the mobile. and those base stations without locate receiv
ers have their corresponding mobile reported measurements
adjusted according to the method of the invention.
For those base stations having a locate receiver, it is
possible both to make a measurement of a mobile using the
locate receiver and to predict a measurement by adjusting
the mobile reported measurement. This has a number of

We claim:
1. A method of estimating hando? of a mobile in a mobile

wherein the step of adjusting the reported mobile signal
the maximum power level that the mobile can operate at on

station with an available channel. In an alternative
arrangement. a combined set of adjusted mobile measure
ments and locate receiver measurements are compared. such
that base stations with locate receivers make measurements

bene?ts that are particularly important during the early
stages of using the improved method; the accuracy of a
prediction can be checked by comparing predicted and

wherein the step of adjusting the reported mobile signal
measurements additionally includes a step of compensating

50

measurements;
comparing. in response to the quality of communication
with the mobile changing, at least the set of predicted
signal measurements so as to select a preferred adjacent
base station associated with the best signal measure
ment and.
handing oif the mobile to the preferred base station.
8. A method of performing handoif as claimed in claim 7
wherein on the quality of communication with the mobile

changing. those adjacent base stations having locate receiv
55

ers are requested to make actual signal measurements. and
to report them.
9. A method of performing hando? as claimed in claim 8
wherein the step of comparing the signal measurements

includes comparing a set comprising both the predicted
signal measurements and the actual signal measurements

reported by the adjacent base stations.
10. A method of performing hando?’ as claimed in claim

7 wherein the step of monitoring by the serving base station
quality of communication with the mobile comprises the
serving base station making signal measurements of the

the mobile. to give a set of predicted signal measure
ments and.
comparing at least the set of predicted signal measure 65 mobile and comparing the measurements with a threshold.
ments so as to select a preferred adjacent base station

for a possible handoff.

11. A mobile cellular communications system comprising
a mobile communicating with a serving base station. there

5,634,192
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also being a plurality of adjacent base stations transmitting

comparison means to compare at least the set of pre

dicted signal measurements and to select a preferred
base station associated with the best signal measure

signals. wherein:
the mobile includes measuring means to measure signals
received from the base stations and reporting means to

report the signal measurements to the serving base
station. and
the network further includes:
computing means to predict from the signal measure

ments reported by the mobiles. signal measurements
that the adjacent base stations would make of signals
received from the mobile to give a set of predicted

signal measurements;

ment.
5

12. A mobile cellular communications system as claimed
in claim 11 wherein the network includes means to handolf
the mobile to the preferred base station.
13. A mobile cellular communications system as claimed
in claim 11 wherein some of the base stations are equipped
with locate receivers to measure signals received from the
mobiles.

